Power Drama Students excel at LSMD Speech and Drama Exams
Power Drama School was founded by Loraine Power (B.A, HDip in Drama Education) in August 2012 and is based in Lusk, North County
Dublin. The School currently provide Performing Arts Classes for children aged 5-18 on Thursdays and Saturdays as well as annual Summer
Camps. Weekly classes consist of Drama, Music and Dance.
Power Drama School is an inclusive School and encourages all students to learn new skills, increase their confidence and have fun in a caring, supportive environment. The School provides regular opportunities for students to perform in Full Productions, Showcases, Summer
Camps and in recent years The Speech and Drama Teachers of Ireland Festival. Students from Power Drama School have also appeared on TV,
Radio and in Film Productions.
This year the School performed an original production in Draíocht Theatre called “Together We Shine” which sold out and was widely
praised. The School’s Thursday students showcased end of term productions of “Frozen” and “Peter Pan” in June 2018. Power Drama School
also held two very successful Summer Camps with performances of “Moana” and “High School Musical” at the end of the Camps.
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THE BENEFITS OF SPEECH AND DRAMA
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Some feedback from parents of our students who took exams with LSMD in June:
“My daughters, Danielle and Katie, really enjoyed their Speech and Drama classes and the preparation for the LSMD exams.
Their concentration and confidence in public speaking has greatly increased. They really enjoyed using the different expressions in
voice to bring their pieces to life. As a parent I feel that this is a life skill that will stand to them for all they do in the future”.
- Ashling McCarthy
“Keeva looked forward to her Speech and Drama exam as she felt so prepared with great guidance and support from teacher
Loraine and zero pressure. Her confidence and presentation skills were especially noted in her school report, a life skill that you
can’t put a measure on. Speech clarity, eye contact even how to hold a book properly when reading aloud in public are amazing
skills to learn for public speaking. As a parent I’m delighted my daughter loves Speech and Drama with Loraine Power and she is
looking forward to Grade 5. I’m looking forward to seeing her develop and thrive in a stress free environment doing something
she loves” - Peppina McLoughlin
“Caoimhe really enjoyed the Speech and Drama Classes. Her concentration improved as did her attention to detail within the pieces.
She was encouraged in her expression and she took on board the tips and recommendations from her teacher Loraine. I feel my
daughter’s confidence has grown and she is excited to read a variety of books and poetry now which I’m delighted about. As a parent I appreciate the work that went into the classes...the positive comments and the way all the children are such good pals and encourage each other. It’s a great group. Thank You Loraine.” - Deirdre Luccan
“I’m so happy my daughter Georgia has taken part in Speech and Drama Classes. Not only does she love her classes, she feels it has
and will continue to stand to her for life. I personally think it’s brilliant for her and all involved.” - Donna McMahon

Some feedback from our students

“Doing the Speech and Drama classes and exam was an amazing experience. I learned so much and the amount of encouragement from
everyone at Power Drama was unreal. When I got my results I couldn’t believe it. It was an amazing feeling to do so well. I jumped for
joy and was so happy. I would just like to say a huge thank you to Loraine for helping me achieve such high marks” - Caoimhe Luccan
“I was so happy when I got my results I screamed, it was a great feeling. Loraine is a great teacher and made me feel very relaxed about
the exams” - Danielle McCarthy
“I liked to learn the different types of prose and pieces, using different voices and speaking clearly. I loved everything and was very
happy when I heard my results.” - Katie McCarthy
“Doing Speech and Drama helped me with my English at School. It also helped me to feel less nervous. I can’t explain how happy I felt
when I received the news about my results”” - Conn Seaver (Student)
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